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Introduction
2020 Plan

Project Vision and Goals
Pioneer Square is a rich urban landscape that is the result
of decades of urban settlement, upheaval and renewal. The
neighborhood has many layers of fascinating cultural, social
and natural history coupled with more recent contemporary
sensibilities. It serves an incredibly diverse population, and its
energy is constantly in flux with the shifting flows of employees,
residents and visitors to the area’s recently renewed restaurant
scene, stadium games, and social service providers. Long
troubled by perceptions of safety concerns and general neglect,
the neighborhood is currently witnessing an impressive turnaround with new businesses, development, and influx of
planned activities in Occidental Park.
The goal of the Pioneer Square Parks & Gateways Concept Plan
is to build on this momentum and create a long range vision for
all of the neighborhood’s open spaces, transforming them into
inspiring, active, and inclusive spaces. The plan incorporates
open spaces that are designated parks and are owned and
managed by Seattle Parks and Recreation Department (SPR),
as well as spaces owned and managed by Seattle Department
of Transportation (SDOT). The plan also considers synergies
to be had with potential redevelopment and aims to recognize
the fact that many of these spaces act as gateways into the
neighborhood.
Pioneer Square is listed on the National Register of Historic
Places, and as such – many of the open spaces in this plan
include protected historic elements. Over time, these features
have become obscured by the overgrowth of trees, added
clutter of signage and furnishings, and the loss of their original
functions. In addition, the character of the neighborhood’s open
spaces have changed greatly - on the whole, spaces at the turn
of the last century were very urban, full of people, and visually
open. Buildings clearly framed parks and plazas, and circulation
routes were strongly related to building access or transportation
needs. Beginning in the 1920’s, commercial energy shifted
northward in Seattle, and Pioneer Square’s parks and plazas
became increasingly treated as “left-over” and residual spaces.
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The Concept Plan aims to restore the vibrancy of Pioneer
Square’s open spaces, while celebrating and preserving
key historic features that provide a unique identity for the
neighborhood. The Plan includes certain recommendations
and design guidelines that apply to the neighborhood as a whole
and also details more specific recommendations for three key,
underutilized areas: Pioneer Park, City Hall Park and the King
Street Station Area. The design team was also asked to identify
one park that would receive comprehensive improvements and
would be targeted as a capital project in the near future. With
input from the community, the Steering Committee and the
Alliance for Pioneer Square, Pioneer Square Park was identified
as the space with great potential that could most benefit from
near-term investment.

Process
Over the course of this project, the design team worked closely
with multiple staff from the Alliance for Pioneer Square and
received regular input from the Steering Committee (which
included representatives from Seattle Parks & Recreation,
Seattle Department of Transportation, Department of
Neighborhoods, Seattle Police Department, Department of
Planning and Development, Metropolitan Improvement District,
local business owners and residents). The project also benefited
from substantial community input gained at two public open
houses, a PARK(ing) Day interactive survey and an online survey.
Briefings were made to the Board of the Alliance for Pioneer
Square, the Pioneer Square Residents Council and the Pioneer
Square Preservation Board. Engagement and presentation
dates for the project were:
• Steering Committee Presentations:
8/27/2015, 10/8/2015, 11/18/2015
• Pioneer Square Preservation Board Briefings:
8/2/2015, 11/18/2015, 2/17/2016
• Public Open Houses:
10/29/15 & 1/21/16
• PARK(ing) Day: 9/18/2015
4

In June 2015 the Alliance for Pioneer Square published
“Pioneer Square 2020, Neighborhood Plan Update.” The
following goals and actions from the 2020 plan served as
guiding principles for the Concept Plan process and content:
Historic Assets
Focus on the District’s historic building assets and enhance the
built environment
Public Safety
Ensure an environment of public safety and civility
Historic Character
Support Pioneer Square’s historic buildings and positive
development environment
Economic Growth
Provide economic development support and investment
through utility and transportation infrastructure

Introduction
Align with Related Initiatives
The Pioneer Square Parks & Gateways Plan builds upon
the work of other planning and capital projects and should
be coordinated with these efforts going forward. These
projects include:

Planning Reports
–– Pioneer Square Street Concept Plan
–– Third Avenue Transit Corridor Improvements Plan
–– International Sustainability Institute (ISI) Pioneer
Square Active Streets Strategy
–– Occidental Avenue South and First Avenue S
Street Design Concept Plan
–– Pioneer Square 2020
–– Seattle Arena Public Art Plan

Programming and Activation
–– Occidental Square / Downtown Parks
Programming and Management Plans
–– Downtown Seattle Association (DSA) initiatives
(includes Metropolitan Improvement District (MID)
and SPR involvement)
–– Alley Network Project

Public Capital Projects
(listed with related open space)

–– Yesler Way Bridge Rehabilitation Project (City Hall
Park)
–– King Street Station Improvements

Private Redevelopment and/or Transfer
of Building Ownership (listed with related
open space)

Concept design for Pioneer Square Beach, Central Waterfront Plan

Future open space improvements should be aligned with
private redevelopment so that synergies can be identified.
Known projects include:
Scheuerman Block (Pioneer Square)
The Silver Hotel (Pioneer Square)
Pioneer Building (Pioneer Square)
200 Occidental (Occidental Square)
Metropole Building (Fortson Square)
Icon Apartments - 4th & Jackson - King Street Station Area
Stadium Place East - Weller Street Pedestrian Bridge

–– First Hill Streetcar & Center City Connector
(Pioneer Square, King Street Station Area &
–– Central Waterfront)
–– Occidental Park Improvements
–– Pioneer Square Alleys (Pioneer Square &
Occidental Square)

Third Avenue Transit Corridor Improvements Plan
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Introduction
Project Scope
The diagram depicts the core areas of this project’s scope in
dark green (these are discreet spaces owned by SPR or SDOT)
as well as streetscapes and building enclosures that contribute
strongly to the sense of entry into Pioneer Square.
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4TH AVE S

OCCIDENTAL AVE S

NORD ALLEY
JACKSON ST

Union Station
Square

1ST AV S

ALASKAN WAY

MAIN ST

Union Station
Plaza

Public Engagement
PARK(ing) Day: three sites, one day (9/18/2015)

Locations

Components

1st & Cherry Street

Yesler & 3rd (4Culture)

Framing Your Thoughts

1st Ave South

Canvas stretcher bars
were later donated to
Pioneer Square artists
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has great potential

pioneer
square

What We Heard
that’s a park?

240 “Votes”
48 residents
needs love

love it!

124 visitors
68 work/create

1st & 2nd Place Finishers:

union
station
square

“Has Great Potential”
Pioneer Square (17) Occidental Square(15)
“That’s a Park?”
Union Station Square (9) King Street Station (6)

meet me there!

city hall
park

occidental
square

“Needs Love”
City Hall Park (18) Pioneer Square Park (13)
“Love It!”
Occidental Square (19) Pioneer Square Park (12)

where’s that?

“Meet Me There”
Occidental Square (11) King Street Station (8)
“Where’s That?”
Union Station Square (14) Pioneer Square (9)

8

king
street
station
plaza

P I O N E E R S Q UA R E PA R K S

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Public Engagement

Public Engagement
Survey
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Identity
Rename Select Spaces

that’s a
park?

Public engagement and surveys reinforced the issue that
many of the park and place names in the district are confusing,
particularly:
Fortson Square
Union Station Square
Pioneer Square
City Hall Park
and Union Station Plaza (which is formally unnamed)

Wayfinding

“That’s a Park?”
Union Station Square (9) King St Station (6)

Improved signage and wayfinding, in coordination with
Center City Seattle, should have a district-wide strategy and
identity. Integrate signage into park and gateway designs with
consideration for an overall reduction in clutter.

where’s that?

“Where’s That?”
Union Station Square (14) Pioneer Square (9)
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Context

Pioneer Square offers a collection of parks and gateways that
have the potential to be well connected to each other and to
other landmarks in the City, including Pike Place Market and
the waterfront. The neighborhood’s parks are predominantly
hardscape – small urban plazas associated with buildings. City
Hall Park is a notable exception, providing a large lawn and
substantial tree canopy but failing to provide a safe and active
space for the entire neighborhood to enjoy. Future open spaces
in the City - including the Central Waterfront and Yesler Park – are
truly “urban parks” in that they are intentionally being designed
as programmable spaces that attract a range of users, ages, and
varying activities as well as balanced active and passive space.
Pioneer Square’s spaces could benefit from this kind of thinking.
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Context
Development Opportunities
Incentivize Redevelopment
The Pioneer Square district currently has numerous new
projects in development. A number of these sites exist along
Yesler Way – the point at which the City grid shifts – and many
share irregular shapes and sizes as a result which has made
development challenging in the past. The diagram also notes
sites occupied by surface or structure parking lots that represent
development opportunities.
The Alliance should work with the City to help attract developers
to these sites and incentivize redevelopment. In general, added
density – particularly mixed income housing and hotels - will be a
boon to the neighborhood because they put eyes on the streets,
and ensure a mix of people flowing through the neighborhood
at all hours. Small markets or other basic services could also be
encouraged.
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Context
Envelopes of Space
Activate and Highlight Historic Edges
Pioneer Square’s buildings contribute strongly to the definition
of open space in the neighborhood. Key open spaces are framed
by historic facades that provide character, spatial definition,
active edges and park users.
In all cases, the district should strive toward restoring or creating
a more historic condition of visible and engaged adjacent
buildings with entrances linked to park circulation.
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Context
Historical Narratives
Integrate History
Pioneer Square has a rich history with many layers of narratives
and perspectives. Park and open space design should integrate
storytelling to enrich placemaking and district identity. It is
critical that this be integral to the redesign of public spaces to
ensure successful, active spaces imbued with meaning while not
distracting and over-cluttered.
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Program Distribution
Existing Plazas and Activity Zones
Pioneer Square includes many plazas, but few are regularly
active. Occidental Square has recently been revitalized by
regular activity that includes musical performance and food
carts.
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Plaza Space
Active Space
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Program Distribution
Potential Plazas and Activity Zones
This plan proposes new plaza spaces that are aimed at providing
open views and better circulation (for example, at Fortson
Square) as well as more activity in places including City Hall
Park.

Plaza Space
Active Space

?
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Program Distribution
Existing Green Areas
Pioneer Square has limited green or “natural” areas – the most
significant being the lawn and trees at City Hall Park.
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Existing Green Space
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Program Distribution
Potential Green Areas
Proposed Green Space

The neighborhood will gain planting and natural areas
associated with the Central Waterfront, including the beach at
the historic Washington Street Boat Landing and tree planting
at Railroad Way. This plan proposes changes to the character
of green spaces in City Hall Park and Pioneer Park, and includes
the potential integration of gardens to Occidental. Green areas
in urban centers like ours require a high level of maintenance, so
these spaces would ideally attract “Friends Of” groups or nonprofits to assist with their maintenance.

Existing Green Space

Image from Central Waterfront Plan

Image from Central Waterfront Plan
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Program Distribution
Potential Plazas, Activity Zones and Green Spaces
The overall goal of this plan is to create a healthy balance of plazas,
green areas, and active spaces that serve the neighborhood.

Green Space
Plaza Space
Active Space
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Program Distribution
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Occidental Square
Existing
Constructed in 1972 in place of a surface parking lot, Occidental
Square has become the social and commercial center of the
neighborhood. Although the park was troubled by drug dealing
and a lack of activity from the 1980’s into the early 2000’s,
Occidental Park has both supported and benefited from the
recent boom of commercial activity in the neighborhood.

Native American Art

WASHINGTON AVE

Bocce Courts
Bike Share

Occidental has received a great deal of attention over the past
decade, and has become a destination and center of activity in
the neighborhood. Recent physical changes that are positive
for the park include: selective removal of trees to allow more
sunlight into the plaza, accessible paving, and the addition of
moveable tables and chairs. The new 200 Occidental Office
Building is currently under construction to the east of Occidental
Mall, and will provide a steady stream of employees, park users
and eyes on the park.
The Urban Parks Activation Partnership, DSA, Alliance for
Pioneer Square, Friends of Waterfront Seattle and Seattle
Parks Foundation were recently awarded a 5 year contract for a
public-private partnership to activate Occidental and Westlake
Parks. There is significant private sector investment in both
programming as well as resources to build a new kiosk and
install a children play area in Occidental.

Grand
Central

200
Occidental

Sunken Plaza with
Cafe Tables & Chairs

Pedestrian
Promenade

With these points in mind, the following challenges remain:
• Northwest corner of park is dark and relatively underutilized

Firefighters
Memorial

• Bocce Courts are not used
• Planting beds are not maintained
Cafe Spillout
MAIN STREET

• Programming efforts have produced additional clutter
and questionable, disparate elements such as the plastic
shuffleboard court
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Historic Kiosk
OCCIDENTAL AVE S

• The local bar enclosed patio and seating area protrudes
into the park, obstructing views and direct circulation
between Nord Alley and Pioneer Passage.

22

Occidental Square
Potential
Proposed Playscape - Seattle Parks & Recreation

• Group new features in design into a single project to
ensure a comprehensive approach to park updates. A new
pavilion and a new play area are already being studied
• Retain the elegance and simplicity of layout and materials
in the park
• Thin or remove additional trees on the north side of the
park

WASHINGTON AVE

Native American Art

Playscape

Gardens with
integrated seating

• Integrate gardens, existing Native American art pieces and
new seating areas at north end of park, particularly if a
non-profit or “Friends Of” Group could care for gardens

Garden Precedent

• Upgrade lighting for the entire space – if catenary lights
are used they should be part of an overall park lighting
strategy.
• Assess programming each year and retain only those
elements that are well used; limit clutter
• Consolidate and reduce signage; consider wayfinding and
signage approach that could be district-wide
Grand
Central

Sunken Plaza with
Cafe Tables & Chairs

200
Occidental
200 Occidental Rendering (Mithun)

Firefighters
Memorial

Expanded Historic
Kiosk/ visitor services

OCCIDENTAL AVE S

MAIN STREET

?
Proposed Kiosk Expansion - Olson Kundig
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Public Art
Existing
According to the city’s downtown map of publicly held artwork,
Pioneer Square has more artwork than any other neighborhood.
Public Art in Pioneer Square falls into a number of categories but
frequently reflects the area’s Native American and Early European
American settlement. Online tours of Pioneer Square’s Public
Art are available at https://discover.stqry.com/

Native Cultural

Site Specific

Historic

Contemporary - Formal

Memorial
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Public Art
Potential
The diagram below identifies new potential locations for public
art. We suggest that new artwork complement the art that
already exists in the neighborhood, and that new categories
of artwork – such as large scale façade installations or new
contemporary pieces – be integrated on the outskirts of the
neighborhood to help bring life to non-historic buildings and
streetscapes. Inside Pioneer Square, there are opportunities to
use artwork to help interpret the neighborhood’s rich history in
poetic ways.

Facade

Contemporary - Formal

Interpretive

Contemporary - Site Specific
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Public Art
Events and Installations
In addition to current efforts to activate particular spaces such
as Occidental Square, introduce events that occur in multiple
park and gateway spaces at once.
Suggested events include:
Street Music Festival (see La Fete de la Musique, Strasbourg)
Winter Light Festival (Reykjavik )
Performance Art Festival (Berlin)
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Temporary Installations (ARTSparks 2014, Just Be Your Selfie by Dylan Neuwirth).

Street Music Festival (La Fete de la Musique, Strasbourg)

Temporary Installations (Ágitagueda art festival, Portugal).

Street Music Festival (see La Fete de la Musique, Strasbourg)
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Design Standards

Paving | Trees | Planting | Lighting | Furnishings
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Design Standards
Paving
Paving in Pioneer Square includes old cobblestones and broken
glass block that are hazardous to pedestrians; dull concrete unit
pavers that darken spaces; patched sidewalks and haphazard
mixes of materials. New projects should replace paving with the
following guidelines in mind:
• All paving should be made ADA accessible – use slip resistant
surfaces with ½” maximum vertical changes. Historic materials
such as cobbles can be reset to meet ADA guidelines.
• New paving should be an expressive design element, and can
include inlaid historic materials or interpretive content.
• High quality, durable materials should be used in all parks and
gateways. Appropriate materials include brick, re-set cobbles,
concrete unit pavers, granite pavers, and inlaid metal or glass.
•

Areaways designated on the “Pioneer Square Historic District
Areaways Survey Map” as structurally feasible and of high
historic rating should be restored with glass prisms and
context-appropriate concrete or pavers where possible. (See
recent example at Merrill Place on 411 1st Ave).

Existing paving on 1st Ave at Pioneer Square park.

Precedent image from Ankeny Plaza, Portland.

Precedent image from Place d’Armes, Montreal.

Precedent image from Federation Square, Melbourne.

• Asphalt and isolated patching should be strictly avoided.
In structurally challenged areas, consider alternative, highperformance materials that can be contextually integrated.
• Paving should be bright and light, in colors that complement
historic surroundings. Multi-color, contrasting palettes
should also be considered. This will help make the parks and
gateways feel more inviting and less drab.
• The improvement of pedestrian crosswalks around the parks
and gateways is a high priority. Pedestrian crosswalks should
be designed to slow traffic, increase pedestrian visibilty and
welcome people into parks and gateways. All crosswalks
should be clearly striped, and may also be tabled. See the
Pioneer Square Street Concept Plan for more detail.
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Design Standards
Trees
Trees in Pioneer Square have become an important aspect of the
neighborhood’s identity. That said, trees are notably absent from
older photos, and not part of the neighborhood’s historic fabric.
Much of Pioneer Square was originally a marsh, with forests and
cultivated orchards existing uphill only. Trees in many parks and
gateways have become overgrown, and lack the maintenance that
they require. The best way to preserve existing trees and make sure
that large trees have the space to succeed is to prune and selectively
remove some trees, as needed. A thinned and raised tree canopy
will help make the parks and gateways brighter and inviting.
• Prune tree canopies to allow for:
–– dappled sunlight on ground plane
–– visibility of historic facades
–– views of city skyline and Elliott Bay
• Improve tree health through better soil and environmental
conditions – possibly aerating soils, adding nutrients, and
cutting roots or pavement areas girdling trunks

Existing trees in Occidental Ave S pedestrian mall.

Precedent image from project by others.

Precedent image from Discovery Green, Houston.

Precedent image from Place d”Youville, Montreal.

• Engage an independent arborist (as agreed upon by SPR and
SDOT) to provide specific guidance and help achieve goals
• Selectively remove trees that block views of historic building
facades, and that are competing with each other for space
• Retain London Planes as the iconic neighborhood tree in
locations where they already exist such as Occidental Park
• Increase biodiversity by introducing new species with fall
color, urban tolerance, and open canopies in select places
• Select columnar or open canopy species that complement
architecture such as: Fastigate Hornbeam, Fastigate Gingko
biloba and Hybrid Elms
• Follow best practices for urban conditions. Consider design
soils; products such as Silva Cells to prevent compaction
and increase water and nutrient retention; large contiguous
volumes of soils instead of tree pits; root zone protection from
foot traffic.
Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Concept Plan
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Design Standards
Planting
Many residents of Pioneer Square have expressed a general desire
for more “green” in the neighborhood. Planting may be integrated
in the Parks and Gateways with the following guidelines:

• Design all planting areas to add beauty and provide a strong
visual impact.
• Raise planting areas where possible (discrete areas bound by
planters or low walls). This will protect plants from pedestrian
traffic and dogs.
• Stewardship and maintenance of planted areas should be
secured with third-parties such as “Friends Of” groups or other
public-private partnerships in the planning stages since city
funding and resources are limited.
• Avoid overly natural planting areas that simply add greenery;
these types of areas risk being neglected and treated with less
respect.

Precedent image from Queens Plaza, Queens, NY.

Precedent image from MoreLondon, London.

Precedent image from Lurie Garden, Chicago.

Precedent image from Queens Plaza, Queens, NY.

• Maximize visibility by keeping planting low (36” and below).
• Include plants with seasonal interest
• Consider planting that can be used as an interpretive element
– in other words, it can be selected and placed to reference
historic native landscapes.
• Lawn is not appropriate in Pioneer Square’s small urban
spaces, but should remain in larger areas such as City Hall
Park.
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Design Standards
Lighting
Many open spaces in Pioneer Square are dark and feel unsafe
because of relatively low light levels on walking surfaces and people’s
faces. While the Tri-globe fixtures have become the accepted
standard for the neighborhood, they do not meet current standards
for urban lighting and do not encourage use of spaces after dark.
Since darkness falls at 4 p.m. in the winter, it is especially important
that improved lighting be integrated into the neighborhood.
Supplemental lighting elements should be integrated to provide
a rich, varied and inviting experience after dark with the following
guidelines:
• Maintain Tri-globe fixtures as the key identifying light fixture.
They should be well maintained with bulbs of the same color
and intensity.
• Create an inviting and safe environment in plazas and
gathering areas, illuminate pedestrian pathways, and
eliminate dark spots by providing multiple “layers” and types
of lighting. Appropriate supplemental lighting includes:
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Existing trees in Occidental Ave S pedestrian mall.

Precedent image from New Plymouth, NZ.

Precedent image from project by others location unknown.

Precedent image from project by others location unknown.

catenary lights (shielded to reduce views to light source)
bollard lights
low mast lights
dual head street/pedestrian lights
bench and paving lights
tree uplights
historic facade lighting

• Integrate accent lighting to further highlight:
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

historic architecture
building entrances
art
furnishings
trees
gathering areas
pathways

Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Concept Plan
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Design Standards
Furnishings
Site furnishings in Pioneer Square are relatively traditional,
often in the form of benches placed at the perimeter of spaces.
Seating should be relocated and redesigned with the following
guidelines in mind:
• Remove dense clusters of seating
• Remove seating that is hidden or tucked into corners
• Remove seating that creates a barrier to circulation
• Integrate new fixed seating that is:
–– Centrally located to help activate spaces
–– A mix of backed and backless benches
–– Durable natural materials (solid metal or FSC
hardwood)
–– Custom/ integrated into site design

Movable tables and chairs in Occidental Square.

Precedent image from Brookfield Place, Perth.

Precedent image from project by others location unknown.

Precedent image from Excchange Square, Manchester.

• Introduce movable or reconfigurable seating to
accommodate different events, groups of varying size, and
allow people to control their environment throughout the
day:
–– Movable tables and chairs to match those in Occidental
Park should be introduced in other active plazas
–– Benches may also be placed on sliding tracks that
reference the area’s railroad history
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Gateways
Key Thresholds
Pioneer Square includes a number of important thresholds, or
entrances, into the neighborhood. These thresholds should
be given district precedence in terms of streetscape and
pedestrian infrastructure improvements.

1st Ave S looking north from Railroad Way S

1st Ave looking south from Columbia St

Yesler Way looking east from Alaskan Way

Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Concept Plan
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Yesler Way looking west from 5th Ave S bridge
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2nd Ave Ext looking north east from 4th Ave S

Weller Street pedestrian bridge west landing

Gateways
Guiding Principles
• Frame view corridors and minimize clutter
• Highlight vertical elements – architecture, art, trees, lighting
• Highlight unique existing features
• Emphasize pedestrian safety and circulation
• Align improvements with Pioneer Square Street Concept Plan
and Central Waterfront Plan

Proposed Enhancements
ART
• Large scale installations on non-historic building facades
• Interpretive, integrated artwork
LIGHTING
• Uplight historic facades
• Light artwork and other unique features
• Use Tri-globe pedestrian lights at neighborhood entry points
and edges, perhaps densely spaced or grouped to create a
clear threshold.
TREES
• Prune and limb up all trees to promote views and showcase
historic architecture
• London Plane Trees should remain the dominant species on
1st Ave
• If trees are planted elsewhere, plant columnar trees that frame
views and provide fall color
CROSSWALKS
• Prioritize visible crosswalk zones and tabled, 4-way crosswalks
around all parks and gateways. See Pioneer Square Street
Concept Plan for guidelines

1st Avenue at Cherry Street - Existing
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1st Avenue at Cherry Street - Envisioned with Potential Art Activation
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Project Framework
The Pioneer Square District’s parks and open spaces may be
thought of as “Destinations” or “Circulation”. Destinations are
spaces that have the potential to attract people specifically to
that spot, for lunch, events, or appreciation of nature. They
are places where people might choose to stay for 30 minutes
or a couple of hours. Circulation spaces are primarily oriented
at pedestrian movement and often exist along important view
corridors.

There is currently a lack of clarity in the neighborhood about
this fundamental difference in typology. Certain spaces
such as Fortson Square have been designed as little parks
– a destination of sorts – but are too small and inactive
to be successful. Spaces like Fortson Square should be
re-designed to maximize circulation and connection to
other sites. Other areas, such as Pioneer Square, have the

potential to be true destinations but lack the programming
or sense of place that would allow them to function that way.
The diagram below classifies the neighborhood’s open spaces
in their ideal form as either “Destination” or “Circulation”.

Destinations

MAINTENANCE &
SUSTAINABILITY

PROGRAMMING
FOR ALL AGES

Pioneer
Square

City Hall
Park

ACTIVE
EDGES

SHARED SPACE /
SOCIAL EQUITY

SENSE OF PLACE

Occidental
Square

SAFETY

Station
Area

Circulation

MAINTENANCE &
SUSTAINABILITY

SHARED SPACE /
SOCIAL EQUITY

SENSE OF PLACE

ACCESSIBILITY /
MULTI-MODAL

WAY-FINDING

FRONTAGE APPEAL
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Project Framework
Key Underdeveloped Zones
After initial study and discussion with the Steering Committee,
the Design team identified three “underdeveloped” zones that
are not performing at the level they could be. These areas
have great potential but lack a cohesive sense of place, regular
activity, and present physical access and visibility challenges.
All three zones are combinations of Destination and Circulation
spaces that should be thought of together. The three zones are:
PIONEER SQUARE ZONE
–– Pioneer Park
–– First Avenue Gateway
–– Yesler Ave. Connection to Waterfront
–– Connection to Pioneer Passage (alley)
CITY HALL PARK ZONE
–– Yesler Avenue Bridge
–– Prefontaine Fountain and Transit Tunnel Entrance
–– Fortson Square
–– 2nd Ave
KING STREET STATION ZONE
–– King Street Station Plaza
–– Union Station Plaza
–– Union Square Park (across from King Street Station)
–– Jackson Ave Pedestrian Connections
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King Street Station Area
Existing Conditions
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Union Station Square from the Jackson Street edge.

Union Station Plaza looking west.

King Street station plaza from the Jackson Street edge.

4th Avenue South looking northwest toward Jackson Street and 2nd Ave Extension S.

The King Street Station area includes two historic stations (King
Street Station and Union Station) and three public plazas (Union
Station Square, King Street Station Plaza and Union Station
Plaza). Of all the spaces in the district studied in the Concept
Plan, this trilogy caused the most confusion with respect to
names and locations. A major city transit hub, the two stations
now serve Amtrak, Sound Transit, Streetcar and major King
County bus services.
The intersections of Jackson Street, 2nd Avenue Extension
South, 3rd Avenue South and 4th Avenue South all converge at
this crucial neighborhood gateway. This tangle of arterials, along
with exposed below-grade rail, create a chasm that visually and
physically separates the stations, the plazas and the Pioneer
Square neighborhood from the Chinatown International District.
Significant opportunity exists for visual, programmatic and
historic reconnection of the rail stations across physical and
cultural boundaries. King Street Station in particular, having
recently undergone historic renovation, is well-positioned to
become an active neighborhood hub for art, transit and ideally
restaurant and retail activity.
Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Concept Plan
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King Street Station Area
Challenges
• NOT PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY - vehicular circulation
dominates
• Most spaces suffer from lack of IDENTITY and sense of place.
Name of Union Station Square is misleading and plaza in
front of Union Station is unnamed.
• Great city views but WEAK FOREGROUND, no frame
• Lack of ACTIVITIES, little to do, these are destination spaces
being treated like circulation
• Ground floor FRONTAGE along Union Station Square and
King Street Station is currently vacant and inactive; the plaza
entrance to Union Station is predominantly used by vehicles
• 3RD AVENUE SOUTH along Union Station Square is a
remnant of the former grid and it’s use should be reevaluated

New Residential
Development with Ground
Floor Retail

Union Station
Square

Union Station
Plaza

King Street
Station Plaza

King Street
Station

Union Station
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King Street Station Area
Crossing the Continent
King Street Station, built between 1904 and 1906, became
Seattle’s first major cross-continental gateway. It served the
Great Northern Railway and the Northern Pacific Railway as
the primary train terminal until the construction (by the Union
Pacific Railroad) of the adjacent Oregon and Washington Depot
(now Union Station) in 1911. Both historic landmark buildings
have had significant impacts on Seattle’s economic and urban
development.

Perhaps the most compelling historical narrative is that of the
inter-related rail and timber industries and their relationship to
population migration and immigrant labor. It is not by chance
that Seattle’s Chinatown International District flanks one side of
the rail stations while the historic Pioneer Square district, once
home to mostly migrant worker hotels, sits on the other.

Chinese rail laborers depicted in sketch of Sierra Nevada Railroad.
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Both stations have been revived in recent years.
Union
Station was renovated in the 1990’s and reopened in 1999 and
now houses Sound Transit’s offices. King Street Station was
purchased from the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway
Company in 2008 by the City of Seattle and it’s $50 million
renovation and restoration is nearly complete.

King street Station 1906

King Street Station Area
Opportunities
• Develop CONTINUITY through shared design language for
each space

City Skyline Views

• ACTIVATE plazas through coordinated or shared
programming across spaces
• Emphasize GATEWAY indicators, views and visuals
• Design spaces to support GATHERING and events
• Prioritize PEDESTRIAN access and safety.

New Residential
Development with Ground
Floor Retail

*

Arrival Points
New/Improved Pedestrian
Circulation
Improved View Corridor

New Gathering Areas

King Street
Station
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King Street Station Area
Guidelines & Recommendations
CONTINUITY
• Develop shared design language across spaces.

• Consistency in lighting approach and levels across spaces is
needed.

COLUMNAR TREES
• Species and pruning to frame building facades and views.
• Gingko Gateway (China native), several of which are planted
in Union Station Plaza and Union Station Square, provides
historical narrative and yellow fall color.
PAVING
• Special paving in sidewalks and tabled intersections enhance
pedestrian access and safety.**
• Greater portion of King Street Station Plaza, particularly at the
edge adjacent to the building should be paved to encourage
special event and dining spill-out.
• Extend pedestrian paving across 3rd Ave South between 2nd
Ave Extension and Jackson to encourage programmed use as
an extension of Union Station Square.
ART
• Commissioned artwork in and above the triangle between
4th, Jackson & Second Ave Extension could serve as gateway.
This may or may not involve a cap over the railway below.
• The Office of Arts and Culture has recently become the
predominant tenant of King Street Station. Active cultural
programming that also engages the plaza will be a key
catalyst for the public spaces in this area as well as the entire
district.
LIGHTING
• Uplighting of selected historic facades, especially on Second
Avenue Extension, would define edges, help frame nighttime
views to the north, and enable placemaking at the Union
Station Square plaza.
Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Concept Plan
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• Plaza spaces should include bench or planter lighting to
provide inviting, low level light.
PROGRAMMING
• Develop shared programming strategies , i.e. markets extend
across plazas; scheduled events in spaces coincide with plaza
events.
FURNISHINGS
• Movable tables and chairs and possible regrouping of select
elements at Union Station Square would provide more uses.
BUS SHELTERS
• Replacement of the bus shelters at Union Station Square with
backless shelters makes the park more porous and welcoming.
IDENTITY
• Rename Union Station Square
• Union Station Plaza does not appear to have a name

KEY DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
• The partially renovated King Street Station has great catalytic
potential for events and restaurant spill out space into the
plaza.

** All intersections and public right-of-way zones should
be designed in accordance with the Pioneer Square
Street Concept Plans
42

King Street Station Area
Proposed Plan

Sub-grade Railway
(potential future
Cap)

Movable Tables
& Chairs
Pedestrian Paving across 3rd
Ave, Limit Vehicular Access

New Residential
Development with Ground
Floor Retail

New Backless
Bus Shelters

Explore possibility of clustering
selected stone art seat cubes
with artist (Bill Will)

Consistent Paving across
Pedestrian Zones **

Activate Plaza / Limit
Vehicular Use
Replace plaza trees with 4
Gingkos or columnar trees

Proposed Gingko Gateway
Area of Critical Consideration for
Parks and Gateways
** All intersections and public rightof-way zones should be designed in
accordance with the Pioneer Square
Street Concept Plan

Consolidate planters into
larger volumes
Art or Light
Installation

Resurfaced restaurant and
event spillout space

King Street
Station

Union Station
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King Street Station Area
Vision
Existing
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King Street Station Area
Vision
Potential
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King Street Station Area
Existing Lighting

Proposed Lighting Guidelines

Lighting in this area generally consists of City standard street
lighting and the Pioneer Square district standard pedestrian Triglobe. The east and west edges of King Street Station Plaza are
lined with closely spaced Tri-globe post mounted fixtures that
differ from the standard fixture in terms of size, pole detailing
and globe size.

CONTINUITY
• Develop shared lighting strategies between open spaces

• Plazas are dark and unwelcoming

• Light circulation routes clearly and connect open spaces
TREES
• Uplight trees in Ginkgo Gateway and in King Street Station
Plaza
FURNISHINGS
• Integrate lighting into benches and/or planters to highlight
gathering areas

• Historic architecture is not adequately highlighted
• Lack of continuity between open spaces

ARCHITECTURE
• Uplight historic facades with priority given to Union and
King Street Stations

• Tri-globe lights – inconsistent color and brightness

• Use lighting to create a pedestrian-friendly entry to Union
Street Station
IMPROVE LIGHT QUALITY
• Synchronize all globe lights with the same intensity and
color of light

Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Concept Plan
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King Street Station Area
Proposed Lighting Plan

Potential art/light
installation partnership
with Seattle Lighting
Illuminated Seating and
Backless Bus Shelters
Trim Trees to Expose
Existing Tri-globes

Illuminated glass transit
entrance
Art Gateway Lighting

Proposed Gingko Gateway

Uplit trees across
“Ginkgo Gateway”
Lit Seating

Uplit Trees and/or Seating

Dining & Event
Lighting

Uplit Architecture

Uplit Architecture
Historic Neon Sign
to Remain
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City Hall Park Area
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City Hall Park from the historic Yesler Bridge slated for renovation in 2016

At 1.3 acres, City Hall Park is the largest green space in the
district and the second largest in the greater downtown area.
The park initially served as the main entrance to the courthouse
until south entrance was turned into service-only access in the
1960’s. In addition to the courthouse, the business and buildings
surrounding Fortson Square, Prefontaine Place and City Hall
Park have a high percentage of social service and civic uses.
Yesler serves as a key east-west gateway axis on which all three
of the parks hinge. Major transit access via the Pioneer Square
Station transit tunnel and the 3rd Avenue bus corridor provide
key access and activity while also posing safety challenges.
The dark, underutilized City Hall Park, the defunct Prefontaine
Square and Fountain, and the intimidating and unsafe Fortson
Square present a collective challenge but one with significant
promise. A successful solution wil require thoughtful design,
socio-economic change and dedicated, progressive stakeholder
engagement.
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City Hall Park and Prefontaine Place from the corner of Yesler Way and 3rd Avenue
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City Hall Park from Yesler Bridge

City Hall Park Area

Pioneer Square Station transit tunnel entrance

Prefontaine Place looking west from transit tunnel entrance

Fortson Square looking South from pedestrian walkway along building edge
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City Hall Park Area
Challenges
King County
Courthouse

CITY HALL PARK
• Lack of ACTIVE building EDGES, particularly the
service entrance to the Courthouse Building
• Poor VISIBILITY of spaces and architecture, park is
overly shaded and dark
• High TRAFFIC intersection and major arterial
streets pose significant pedestrian hazards
• Very little ACTIVITY within the park
• Clustered SEATING creates hang-out spaces and
promotes habitation

City Hall Park

• CIRCULATION is indirect and confusing
• Not ADA friendly

Smith
Tower

PREFONTAINE PLACE
• CIRCULATION is limited and constricted
• VIEWS are obstructed by transit structure, high
fountain walls and steep grades
• Not ADA friendly

FORTSON SQUARE

Prefontaine
Place

Fortson
Square

400 Yesler

The Frye

Prefontaine
Building

• VIEWS are obstructed
• CIRCULATION is limited and constricted
• Poorly lit, overly shaded and DARK
• Space is PASSIVE and collects trash
Tashiro-Kaplan
Artist Lofts

• Not ADA friendly
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City Hall Park Area
Access Challenges
Steep Grades

Tree at Yesler Way pedestrian ramp.

Narrowed, steep pedestrian corridor at Prefontaine Place.

City Hall is surrounded by challenging grades. Grades shown in blue fall under the recommended ADA 5% slope.
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Pedestrian thoroughfare is interrupted by Courthouse
Service alley and transit tunnel vent.
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City Hall Park Area
The Landscape Transformed and Immigrant Cultures
In the late 1800’s, Mill Street (now Yesler Way) was named after
Henry Yesler, the founder of Seattle’s first industry, a steampowered sawmill on Elliott Bay that employed many Native
Americans and throngs of new migrant workers. Yesler’s mansion
once stood where the King County Courthouse (formerly City
Hall) is today and logs were skidded down Mill Street to deliver
them to the mill , hence the term “skid road.” The City Hall Park
Site is also thought to have been of significance in the Battle of
Seattle between Native Americans and Pioneers in 1856.
Fortson Square, a triangle of property at Yesler and Second
Ave., was named in 1901 to honor Captain George H. Fortson
and volunteers of the Spanish American War. It is said to have

Looking West on Yesler toward City Hall Park,
Prefontaine Place 1914 (Image property of Museum of
History and Industry , Seattle).

Logs at Yeslers Mill, 1878.
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been a hub for immigrants, who constituted much of Seattle’s
growing population.
Originally a planted area, Fortson Square was paved around 1907,
becoming a transportation hub and hosting a kiosk and weather
observation station. The street on the east edge was closed in
1968 and a brick wall and gas lamps were added. The park was
again redesigned around 1997 by Elizabeth Conner and Cliff
Willworth who proposed a mostly open plaza with interpretive
paving, boulders and a single pine tree. The proposal was only
partially executed as planned and the property now hosts seven
trees - five street trees and two in the plaza.

Prefontaine Place was named for Monsignor F.X. Prefontaine
who established the first Catholic church in the area in 1869.
After the church was demolished in 1905 the street was named
Prefontaine Place South. A triangle of property that remained
between 3rd Ave, Yesler Way and Jefferson Street, a block west
of where the church once stood, was owned by Henry Yesler and
named Yesler Triangle. Yesler deeded it to the city for library
purposes, but it was later deemed too small to serve the library
and so was given over as a park in 1925 to house a fountain
(designed by Carl F. Gould Sr. ) using funds willed for this purpose
by Prefontaine.

Yesler Way looking West. Year unknown. (Image property
of Museum of History and Industry , Seattle).
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Second Avenue looking north at Yesler and Fortson Square, 1912. (Image property of
Museum of History and Industry, Seattle).

City Hall Park Area
The Evolution of King County Courthouse and City Hall Park
In 1911 City Hall Park was Seattle’s first and only downtown
park when it was built. By 1917 it was designed in service
of the County-City Building (later known as the King County
Courthouse), a Beaux-Arts style, six-story building built by
local architect A. Warren Gould in 1916. The building has been
subjected to a number of changes including:
• 1931, the top two stories were removed and ten more were
added
• A 1960’s major remodeling effort converted the south entry
and tunnel entrance into a loading dock and removed or
destroyed many original features
• 1976 inclusion in the Pioneer Square National Historic
District

City Hall Park and County-City Building, 1917. (Seattle Municipal Archives
item no. 38044)

• 1987 designation as a King County Landmark
• Historic renovations in 2004-5 to restore finishes and
artwork
• In 1991 the King County Landmarks Commission
recommended re-opening the south entry and additional
proposals since then have also been made but not
implemented.
The park suffered from the transition in building circulation
and use. In the 1950’s oak trees were planted in the park to
commemorate the 10th anniversary of the United Nations and,
in 1962, when the city offices moved north and the south entry
was converted, more oak trees were planted.

As reported in the Seattle Times on October 17, 1991, a design
workshop was funded by the NEA with matching County funds
to address park issues such as “homelessness, public safety,
historic preservation, open space and sun”. Shortly thereafter
400,000 in Metro funds apparently resulted only in hardscape
additions and terraced seating along the service entrance edge.
In June of 2006, City Hall Park improvements were proposed
by Seattle Parks, Nakano Associates and Ernst and Assocites
in conjunction with a proposal to restore the building south
entry, but the neither the site nor the building proposal were
implemented.

Southeastern corner of City Hall Pak from Yesler Bridge prior to construction of the Courthouse
tunnel, c. 1913. (Image property of Museum of History and Industry , Seattle).
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King County Courthouse (County-City Building) with additional five stories,
1949. (Seattle Municipal Archives item no. 9347)
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City Hall Park Area
Opportunities
King County
Courthouse

CITY HALL PARK AREA
• Create an active, pedestrian PROMENADE
along the old Jefferson St right-of-way
• Re-establish a visual and physical connection
to the COURTHOUSE Building
• Treat Prefontaine and Fortson as CIRCULATION
spaces to encourage movement
• Frame VIEWS
• Create CLEAR, ACCESSIBLE circulation
• Create a central, civic GATHERING PLACE
• Introduce MOVABLE SEATING
• RECLAIM southern edges separated by Dilling
Way and the tunnel

Smith
Tower
400 Yesler

*

The Frye

Arrival Points
New/Improved Pedestrian
Circulation

King St
Station
Views

Improved View Corridor

New Gathering Areas

Prefontaine
Building

Tashiro-Kaplan
Artist Lofts

Stadium
Views
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City Hall Park Area
Precedents

Guidelines & Recommendations
CITY HALL PARK

PREFONTAINE PLACE

TREES
• Selectively remove trees, plant columnar trees in front of
courthouse

VISIBILITY
• Reconstruct and lower fountain to open views between 3rd
Ave and 2nd Ave Extension South

CIRCULATION & ARCHITECTURE
• Create clear, accessible circulation linked to street crossings
and, ideally, restored Courthouse south entrance
• Emphasize and activate pedestrian corridor in former
Jefferson St right-of-way, limit or redirect vehicular loading
and traffic if Courthouse south entrance not restored
• Close or modify Dilling Way to reduce traffic and reconnect the
south edge of the park
• Cap and activate the south tunnel entrance.
ART
• Incorporate sculpture or fountain in central gathering area

• Reduce height and footprint of tunnel entrance. Propose
redesign with ST3 initiative
TREES
• Selectively remove trees, particularly honey locust,
surrounding fountain that are failing
CIRCULATION
• Provide access to fountain plaza from Jefferson St right-of-way
by reducing transit tunnel footprint.
• Relocate Tri-globes from the center of the Jefferson St
pedestrian right-of-way. Incorporate new pedestrian lighting
integrated with architecture or art along blank building edge

• Engage the Toshiro-Kaplan artist building across Yesler Way

FORTSON SQUARE

LIGHTING
• Restore Tri-globe lights along historic building access
• Uplight historic facades to create nighttime visibility beyond
tree canopy
• Use lit bollards to delineate Jefferson St ROW zone and
pedestrian promenade
PROGRAMMING
• Encourage food trucks at Dilling or Jefferson promenade.
• Activate space south of Dilling Way. Ideas include short term
dog park, longer term play area, bold topography.
• Consider hosting larger events such as sports rallies or farmers
markets

TREES
• Remove trees from central plaza and limb up street trees to
allow for more light and expose views of King St station and
stadium.
CIRCULATION
• Reconnect space with retail frontages through open terracing
that extends east into the central area
FURNISHINGS
• Movable tables and chairs only
ART
• Engage design team, including original artists, to redesign
hardscape and art placement

FURNISHINGS
• Introduce movable tables and chairs with dispersed,
integrated more permanent seating. Avoid clustering.
Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Concept Plan
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City Hall Park Area
Proposed Plan
King County
Courthouse
Fountain or Art
Food Truck Zone
Redesigned Prefontaine
Fountain
Restored
Central Path

Redesigned Elevator
New Plaza

Play Area, Gardens or other
Active Park Program

Smaller, Transparent
Tunnel Entrance
Pedestrian Promenade

Smith
Tower
400 Yesler

The Frye

Terraced Plaza
Existing Artwork
Integrated

Area of Critical Consideration for
Parks and Gateways

Prefontaine
Building

Cafe Spillout
Space

** All intersections and public rightof-way zones should be designed in
accordance with the Pioneer Square
Street Concept Plans

Tashiro-Kaplan
Artist Lofts
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City Hall Park Area
Vision
Existing
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City Hall Park Area
Vision
Potential
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City Hall Park Area
Existing Lighting

Proposed Lighting Guidelines

The perimeter of City Hall Park is lit with Tri-globe lights. Triglobe lights also exist in the old Jackson Street ROW, along the
south face of the King County Courthouse, the Morrison Building,
and the Smith Tower. In Fortson Square, gas lamp style lighting
on concrete posts runs along the building face and was likely
installed in the 1950’s. All of these areas suffer from a lack of
adequate lighting, and lighting does not define spaces or define
circulation routes.

CONTINUITY
• Develop shared lighting strategies between open spaces.

• Many building edges are dark
• City Hall Park is dimly lit; circulation routes are not well
defined
• Lack of continuity between open spaces
• Plazas, especially Fortson Square, are dark and feel unsafe
• Access road to King County Storage creates a dark, inactive
corner
• The transit station lighting does not aid safety or wayfinding

• Light circulation routes clearly and connect open spaces.
• Add bollards along re-established Jackson St. pedestrian
corridor at City Hall Park
• Tri-globe lights – inconsistent color and brightness
ARCHITECTURE
• Uplight historic facades and Yesler bridge architecture
• Enliven other building edges with art or light installations
• Enforce transparent window requirement in the
neighborhood/ incentivize uses that bring activity at night
(i.e., restaurants, housing, hotels)
• Encourage brightly lit art installations or active uses along
south face of Smith Tower and Morrison Building.
INCREASE LIGHT LEVELS
• Add building mounted lighting at Fortson Square
• Add lighting at City Hall Park per plan
• If Tunnel Entrance is re-designed, make it bright and
internally lit
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City Hall Park Area
Proposed Lighting Plan

KING COUNTY
COURTHOUSE
Uplit architecture

Illuminated Art or
Fountain
Uplit trees

Illuminated Bollards

Feature Lighting of Modified
Prefontaine Fountain
Illuminated transit entrance
Yesler Bridge
Historic Lighting

SMITH
TOWER

400 YESLER
Tri-globe lights on
historic building axis
Uplit Architecture

THE FRYE

Terrace Lighting

PREFONTAINE
BUILDING

TASHIRO-KAPLAN
ARTIST LOFTS
Plaza lighting
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Pioneer Square
Existing Conditions
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Key Map
With respect to place, Pioneer Park has possibly the longest
legacy in downtown Seattle as a public gathering place. Prior to
Euro-American settlement the site was once a Native American
village and gathering place of the Duwamish peoples. After the
city of Seattle was founded, the park continued to evolve as a
meeting point and transportation hub while it’s name changed
multiple times, from “Occidental Square” to “Pioneer Square” to
“Pioneer Place”. It’s current name “Pioneer Square” is true to
Yesler’s original naming but is often confused with the district.
The site marks a crucial hinge along Yesler way and ushers
people into the historic Pioneer Square neighborhood from
downtown and the waterfront. The newly planned waterfront
park to the west as well as burgeoning local development and
the soon to be completed streetcar promise to increase the
importance of this park as an ambassador to the historic district
and a hub of activity.
Park Entry from south
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Pioneer Square
Evolution of the Park
Pre-European-American Settlement
“Little Crossing-Over Place”, as it was known by the Coast Salish
peoples, was a sand spit that, at low tide, connected a low
wooded peninsula to the mainland.

possibly due to epidemics introduced by foreigners. Western
settlers began to fill the lagoon and Duwamish estuary in 1853,
which resulted in shifting Pioneer Square’s western shoreline
almost 500 feet west.

The Coast Salish village that occupied the site may have had
as many as eight longhouses but was abandoned by the 1840’s

Pioneer Park

When Euro-Americans arrived in Elliott Bay much of
the area was tidal marsh and estuary, with planting
and habitat similar to the Nisqually estuary above.

Chief Si’ahl (1780-1866) was the leader of the Duwamish
people at the time of Euro-American settlement. He
was known for his courage, leadership and amicable
acceptance of newcomers. “Seattle” is the anglican
translation of his name.

1841 Oregon Territory Expedition Map of Elliott Bay shows Piners Pt, the tidal
flat and spit that is present day Pioneer Square.
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A map created by Peter Lape of the Burke Museum
overlays the original shoreline onto present day
Pioneer Square. Pioneer Square was located on
the sand spit used to access the peninsula at low
tide where a Coast Salish village was once located.
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Pioneer Square
Evolution of the Park
Turn of the Century, 1890’s-1900
A triangle of land emerged where Commercial Street (now
First Avenue) transected Front Street (now First Avenue South)
due to opposing street grids created by Arthur Denny and Doc
Maynard. Henry Yesler’s mill used the southern edge of this
triangle to skid timber down a narrow passage called Mill Street
(now Yesler Way) to Yesler’s Mill on the waterfront. This passage
was infamously known as Skid Road.
Before automobiles the site was adjacent to Yesler’s cookhouse,
which doubled as the Town Hall, and had an open meadow,

1893, The “Mineral Palace” was sited where the pergola sits today and housed
local exhibits on the natural and industrial resources of the Puget Sound region.
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known as Occidental Square, used for public gatherings,
including ball games picnics and concerts.
Shortly after the Great Fire in 1889, Occidental Square was
purchased by Henry Yesler and named “Pioneer Square.” He
added a lawn, flowers , six gas lamps and a perimeter iron fence.
The adjacent Pioneer Building was the first stone structure
completed after the fire and the site developed rapidly thereafter.

c. 1899, a small fenced-off plaza can be seen, with planting and seating. (Image
property of Museum of History and Industry , Seattle).
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1899, the first totem pole, which was stolen from Tlinget Indians in Alaska, is unveiled.
(Image property of Museum of History and Industry , Seattle).

Pioneer Square
Evolution of the Park
1900-1908
For the next few decades, Pioneer Square served as a major
hub of public gathering and activity. Trolley and cable cars
lines serving Seattle and surrounding towns had transfer points
here as well as connections to the emerging ferry system across
Puget Sound.

1901, a gazebo is added. (Image property of Museum of History and Industry , Seattle).

1903, Theodore Roosevelt visits, totem pole does not appear to be installed.. (Image
property of Museum of History and Industry , Seattle).
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1905, Street Cable Car appears. (Image property of Museum of History and Industry ,
Seattle).

1907, Santa Visits.
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Pioneer Square
Evolution of the Park
1909-1910
In 1909 an iron pergola and underground comfort station was
designed by architect Julien F. Evertt to accommodate users of
the transportation hub.

“used the only surviving photographic portrait of the leader of
the Suquamish and Duwamish tribes as the basis of his original
plaster cast.

The Pioneer Park Board also commissioned Sculptor James
Wehn to create three castings of Chief Si’ahl, one which was
placed in Pioneer Park and served as a watering fountain for
horses and citizens. According to the StQry website, Wehn

1909, The Iron Pergola is constructed as a stop for the Yesler and James Street Cable Car
Company, boasting lavish underground restrooms. (Image property of Museum of History
and Industry , Seattle).
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1909. (Image property of Museum of History and Industry , Seattle).
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1910, Chief Seattle is located in front of the totem pole. Five-globe and nine-globe light/
vents can be seen. Planted area is fenced off with single low shrub in the middle.

Pioneer Square
Evolution of the Park
1915 - 1940

1915, Seating added around perimeter of lawn area. Chief Seattle fountain and totem pole
still in original locations. (Image property of Museum of History and Industry , Seattle).

1923, The original totem pole is moved. (Image property of Museum of History and
Industry , Seattle).
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1940, After the original totem pole is burned by vandals, a reproduction was commissioned
by Tlinget Indians and installed. This is the totem pole that stand in the park today.
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Pioneer Square
Evolution of the Park
1950’s
In the 50’s much of the former lawn area was paved over. Trees
were planted in the remaining planting strip adjacent to the
pergola.

1950, Chief Seattle is still located in front of the totem pole, the planted area is mostly
paved in concrete with trees planted along the pergola edge and fencing around the trees
and totem.
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1956

1959
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Pioneer Square
Evolution of the Park
1970’s & 80’s
In 1971 the iron pergola was placed on the National Register of
Historic Places and Pioneer Square was completely remodeled.
First Avenue to the east was closed to traffic and became part of
the park. A triangle of lawn with an iron fence was planted in
reference to the 1909 appearance and two of the trees planted

adjacent to the pergola in 1958 were allowed to remain. The
totem was restored and moved to its 1899 position.

paving throughout the park. New trees were planted and new
wooden benches were added.

The underground comfort station was not restored and
cobblestones reclaimed from surrounding streets were used for

1973, Looking south across Pioneer Square, Frank Shaw records a pile of cobblestones,
a draped pergola, and a ruined Olympic block across Yesler Way. The two London Plane
trees along the pergola are clearly maturing. (Image by Frank Shaw, found on Seattle Now
and Then, pauldorpat.com)

1974, Cobble gutters can be seen outside the old 1st Ave public right-of-way. (Image by
Lawton Gowey, found on Seattle Now and Then pauldorpat.com)
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1984, Pioneer Square Park is rededicated by Mayor Charles Royer after a year of renovation.
The Chief Seattle sculpture is shown in it’s current location. (Image from seattlepi.com)
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Pioneer Square
Historic Site Elements
Totem Pole

Pergola

Five-Globe Lights

ORIGINAL: 1899. The original totem pole, was stolen from Tlinget
Indians in Alaska.

ORIGINAL: 1909. Constructed as a stop for the Yesler and James
Street Cable Car Company, with underground restrooms.

ORIGINAL: Unknown. Several can be seen in early 1900’s photos,
the remainder were likely added later.

REPLICA: 1940’s commission after the original was burned.

PLACEMENT: In original location with the underground restrooms
sealed off below.

PLACEMENT: Unknown. Likely close to original locations along the
old 1st Ave S axis.

PLACEMENT: Varies over time. Replica placed in 1899 location in
the 1970’s.
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Pioneer Square
Historic Site Elements
Chief Seattle Fountain

Prisms Over Areaways

Cobblestones

ORIGINAL: 1909. Sculpted by James Wehn, along with several
others still placed in other locations.

ORIGINAL: Early 1900’s. Those that remain are likely original.

ORIGINAL: Unknown dates, reclaimed from surrounding streets.

PLACEMENT: Presumed to be original locations. Some of the
prisms adjacent to the Howard Building are replicas.

PLACEMENT: Presumed interpretive as per 70’s redesign.

PLACEMENT: Original location was at the north tip of the median
triangle. Currently sits in front of the Pioneer Building.
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Pioneer Square
Historic Site Elements

Protected Site Elements

Iron Fencing

Heritage Trees

ORIGINAL: 1890.

PLANTED: 1958. The two trees adjacent to the pergola are SDOT
nominated Heritage Trees. One sits in the right-of-way and was
added to the SDOT inventory in 1991, the other entered the
inventory in January 2012.

REPLICAS/OTHERS: Variations over time, current is not original.
SITE LOCATIONS: Fencing designed to look the like original has
been placed in various locations over the last century. The current
extent of the fencing appears to be in the 1909 location, presumably
from the 1970’s redesign.

SDOT HERITAGE TREE PROGRAM: The Heritage Tree Program
was initiated by PlantAmnesty in 1996. Trees can be on public or
private property and can be nominated by anyone.
Each candidate tree is assessed by a certified arborist and
evaluated by a review committee.
Trees are selected according to one of the following categories:
•
•
•
•

Specimen: A tree of exceptional size, form, or rarity.
Historic: A tree recognized by virtue of its age, its association
with or contribution to a historic structure or district, or its
association with a noted person or historic event.
Landmark: Trees that are landmarks of a community.
Collection: Trees in a notable grove, avenue, or other planting.

See http://www.seattle.gov/transportation/heritagetree.htm for
additional information.
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Pioneer Square Challenges

CH

SECTION

• CIRCULATION is limited. Park spill-out into central area is
hindered by existing benches, trees and lighting along axis of old
1st Avenue right-of-way.

Areaways
Prism Paving

• VIEWS into park and of surrounding architecture are obstructed.
Trees should be pruned as in Occidental Mall or selectively
removed.

Five-globe Lights

Moveable Planters

• ARTWORK is not visible, celebrated or integrated

Benches
Extent of Pavers
Pioneer
Building

Existing Totem Pole

• Many areas are DARK, particularly the dense canopy on the
southern edge at, and adjacent to, the pergola.

Planted Area
Iron Fencing
Bollards

• The PERGOLA, which was designed as a gateway, is walled off by a
planted area on the north edge, and it is not visible or well lit.
• Paving and curb access are NOT ADA FRIENDLY.

Chief Seattle Sculpture

EET

Day/Night Artwork Panels by
Heap of Birds

Mutual Life
Building

TR
SS

ME

JA

Planted Area

• Visual CLUTTER prevents views and detracts from historic artifacts
and art.

Cobble Paving
Pergola

• The park NAME causes confusion and has changed over time.
Bollard (not historic)

Pergola Restroom Extents Below
9 Globe Vents

YESLER WAY

Historic Elements
N
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Pioneer Square
Existing Site Section

Historic Pioneer Building

1ST AVE S AND
CHERRY STREET

YESLER WAY AND
JAMES STREET

Five-globe Lights

Wood Benches

Totem Pole

SDOT Designated Heritage
Trees (2)
Estimated Soil
Extents Below

Historic Elements

Planted Area
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Estimated Restroom Extents
Below

Pergola
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Pioneer Square

1st Ave Corridor
Views
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CH

Opportunities
• Create an active gathering space - restore Pioneer Place as a
HUB of the neighborhood.
• Provide a clear sense of arrival at key GATEWAY points.
• Enable VIEW CORRIDORS along first and Yesler as well as into
Nord Passage.
Pioneer
Building

• Improve CIRCULATION between adjacent businesses and
streets into central GATHERING space.

EET

TR
SS

ME

JA
Mutual Life
Building

*

Arrival Points
New/Improved Pedestrian
Circulation
Improved View Corridor

YESLER WAY

New Gathering Areas

Nord Passage
Entry View
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Pioneer Square
Guidelines & Recommendations
PROGRAMMING

Precedents
• Uplight historic architecture.

• Reclaim the park as a hub of Pioneer Square
• Activate the central gathering area and encourage adjacent
business spill-out into plaza
ARCHITECTURE
• Return the pergola to a gateway by reducing or eliminating
the planted area edge that prevents passage through the
pergola and into the park.

• Raise level of overall park lighting to improve safety
and make the space more inviting.
• Relocate some or all of the five-globe lights to the
1st Ave S axis to open up the east edge of the park as
well as provide some vehicular protection along the
drive lanes.

FURNISHINGS
• Re-orient furnishings perpendicular to the building
edge to support cafe and retail spillout into park.

TREES
• Prune and selectively remove trees to allow views of
architecture and to maximize light infiltration.

• Incorporate moveable furniture to support flexible
programming.

CIRCULATION
• Encourage movement between building entrances and
the central plaza through paving, furnishing and lighting
strategies.

IDENTITY
• A name should be agreed upon and documentation
and signage updated consistently.

ART
• Site artwork to maximize visibility, celebrate the work and
integrate the pieces into the overall park design.
• Incorporate interpretive paving to layer historic narratives
into site without creating vertical barriers and visual clutter.
LIGHTING
• Celebrate the pergola, and art with flattering and noncompeting lighting strategies.
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Proposed Plan Option 1

CH

SECTION

Inspiration

Restored Sidewalk
Prism Panels
Areaways

Sliding Benches
Cafe Spill Out Areas

Pioneer
Building

Five-globe Lights
Timber Industry

Rail Industry

Totem Pole

Unique Elements
EET

Chief Seattle Sculpture

ME

Day/Night Artwork Panels

Mutual Life
Building

TR
SS

JA

Elevated Wood Deck

Interpretive Paving Zone

Pergola
Wood Platform

Sliding Track Benches

9 Globe Vents
Prism Panels Over
Restroom Below

YESLER WAY

Historic Elements in Current Location
Historic Elements Relocated
Area of Critical Consideration for
Parks and Gateways

N

** All intersections and public right-of-way zones
should be designed in accordance with the Pioneer
Square Street Concept Plan
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Pioneer Square
Vision Option 1

Cafe Spill Out Areas

Sliding Benches

Chief Seattle Sculpture

Elevated Wood Deck
Five-globe Lights

Historic Elements in Current Location
Historic Elements Relocated
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Totem Pole

Future 1st Ave Streetcar

Pioneer Square
Option 1 Section
Historic Pioneer Building

1ST AVE S AND
CHERRY STREET

YESLER WAY AND
JAMES STREET

New Tree

Cafe Spillout
Areas

Sliding Wood
Benches

Totem Pole

SDOT Designated Heritage
Trees (2)
Estimated Soil Extents
Below

Historic Elements in Current Location
Historic Elements Relocated

Approx. Restroom Extents
Below
Pergola

Wood Deck Above
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Proposed Plan Option 2
Inspiration

SECTION

Areaways
Restored Sidewalk
Prism Panels
Five-globe Lights

Cafe Spill Out Areas
Tidal Marsh Planters with Seating

Chief Seattle Sculpture

Tidal Marsh & Meadow

Day/Night Artwork Panels
Pre-European Settlement

Unique Elements

Pioneer
Building
EET

Totem Pole

TR
SS

ME

JA

Mutual Life
Building

Extent of Historic Footprint
Interpretive Paving
Pergola
9 Globe Vents

Planters with Seating

Prism Panels Over
Restroom Below

Marsh/Meadow Planting

YESLER WAY

Historic Elements in Current Location
Historic Elements Relocated
Area of Critical Consideration for
Parks and Gateways

N

** All intersections and public right-of-way zones
should be designed in accordance with the Pioneer
Square Street Concept Plan
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Pioneer Square
Vision Option 2

Five-globe Lights

Totem Pole
Tidal Marsh Inspired Planters with
Seating

Chief Seattle Sculpture &
Panels
Cafe Spill Out
Areas

Future 1st Ave Streetcar

Historic Elements in Current Location
Historic Elements Relocated
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Pioneer Square
Option 2 Section

Historic Pioneer Building

1ST AVE S AND
CHERRY STREET

YESLER WAY AND
JAMES STREET

Planter Seat Edges

Historic Elements in Current Location

Tidal Marsh Planters

Chief Seattle
(Historic Location)

Estimated Soil Extents
Below

Cafe Spillout Areas

Historic Elements Relocated
Five-globe Lights
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SDOT Designated Heritage
Trees (2)
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Planted Area

Approx. Restroom Extents
Below

Pergola
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Pioneer Square
Existing Lighting

Proposed Lighting Guidelines

Despite its small size and adjacency to some active ground floor
uses – the lighting in Pioneer Park is surprisingly weak. While
not as dark as other neighborhood open spaces, lighting does
not support activity or welcome people into the park.

VISIBILITY & SENSE OF PLACE
• Provide and even base layer of illumination to expand the
sense of space and perception of security

• Many globe lights create hot spots and visual confusion

• Provide pedestrian scale elements to create inviting
highlights
ARCHITECTURE & ART
• Uplight pergola, historic facades and artwork to provide
illumination on featured vertical elements

• Historic architecture and art are not highlighted
• Tri-globe lights – inconsistent color and brightness

IMPROVE LIGHT LEVELS
• Add lighting that sheds light on the plaza surface and
people’s faces

• Plaza surface is dark
• Building entrances are not emphasized
• Five-globe fixtures on east edge separate the plaza from
surrounding building edges, reducing the perception of
open space

• Options include: functional, can-style catenary lights, tall
mast lights, or building mounted lighting. These elements
should be well-shielded to avoid competing with other
luminous elements
IMPROVE LIGHT QUALITY
• Synchronize all globe lights with the same intensity and
color of light. Use lower wattage bulbs to emphasize their
decorative value and decrease hot spot effect.
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Precedents

Pioneer Square
Proposed Lighting Plan

Tri-Globe Pole
Lights moved to
Align with 1st Ave.

Catenary Lighting
Uplit Architecture

Feature Lighting of Totem
Pole & Chief Seattle Sculpture

Uplit Heritage Trees

Pergola lighting to emphasize
glass roof and architecture

Existing
Catenary Lighting

N
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Implementation
Short Term
Low Investment

Medium Term
Medium Investment

Long Term
Significant Investment

TEMPORARY ACTIVATION
Temporary activation such as programming or movable
furniture could have key transformative power for destination
spaces, similar to Occidental.

ARCHITECTURAL UPLIGHTING
Install architectural uplighting at all historic buildings that front
onto the parks and gateways. This has catalytic potential and
would highlight the historic character of Pioneer Square while
also activating spaces and making them feel safe and inviting
at night.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS TO PARKS
Significant capital investment of $1M and above is needed in all
of the three primary areas identified in this plan. This includes
Pioneer Square Park, City Hall Park, and the King Street Station
Area.

For example: Temporary closures of 2nd Ave Extension between
2nd Ave and Jackson for markets or events. Supplemented by
moveable tables and chairs dispersed in Union Station Square.
IDENTITY
The renaming of key spaces could significantly foster a better
sense-of-place at key locations. Confusion about place names
occurs when triangular spaces are called squares, or where park
spaces are named for nearby but not adjacent buildings. Renaming and branding should occur in conjunction with new
programming or capital projects.
Recommended considerations:
• Union Station Square (north of King Street Station)
• Union Station plaza (currently unnamed)
• Pioneer Square Park (originally Pioneer Square and listed as
Pioneer Place on the National Historic Register)
• City Hall Park (now adjacent to King County Courthouse)

• Seek local, state and federal grants specific to historic
neighborhoods and urban revitalization.
• Engage Lighting Consultant to develop a Lighting Concept
Plan. Identify key architectural facades and align with
Parks and Gateways Concept Plan, Street Concept Plans,
and new development.

April 2016

• Identify public and private capital projects and align park
improvements to them.
• Seek private donations for special projects and create
donor recognition opportunities in line with SPR and SDOT
guidelines.

• Develop funding model and implementation plan with the
Seattle Office of Planning and Development and property
owners.
PEDESTRIAN RIGHT-OF-WAY IMPROVEMENTS
Much of the pedestrian realm in Pioneer Square could
benefit greatly from access improvements such as re-graded
paving, ramps and intersection tabling or paved crossings.
Improvements at key entrances into the neighborhood and
around the edges of all parks and gateways should be prioritized.

STEWARDSHIP
Many Parks and Gateways could benefit greatly from additional
maintenance and oversight - cleaning, pruning and clutter
reduction as well as programming. The most effective model
would be a single public-private partnership that manages all of
Pioneer Square’s Parks and Gateways together. Local “Friends
Of” groups or coalitions with neighboring building owners and
businesses can also be formed.

Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Concept Plan

• Apply for SPR Large Grants, OED grants, and seek other local,
state and federal grants available for capital improvements
relating to urban revitalization and historic neighborhood
preservation.
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• Seek ways to put private dollars to both capital cost and
ongoing operations and maintenance costs. Consider
existing BIA and MID programs.
AREAWAYS IMPROVEMENT PLAN
A major hurdle in the success of the pedestrian realm of Pioneer
Square are the surface constraints and historic nature of the
district’s areaways.
•

Review existing district-scale analyses of area ways
and structural conditions to develop a district-scale
improvement plan in congruence with Parks and Gateways
plans, Street Concept plans and Development initiatives.

•

Work with SDOT to develop funding model, design
guidelines and implementation plan with property owners.

•

Seek local, state and federal grant opportunities specific to
registered historic neighborhoods and pedestrian safety.
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